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1. INTRODUCTION
The simplified static evaluation methods of antiseismic civil and industrial engineering

were used at the initial stages of NPP designing in the USSR. Geographical expansion of
NPP construction, higher security standards, Romanian earthquake in 1977, appreciable
seismic earth vibrations on NPP's site in Bulgaria and the Ukraine caused by Romanian
earthquake in 1977 led to cardinal standards documents revision of NPP's seismic security
in the former USSR. First of all the seismic NPP's security test and seismic resistance not
only of building construction but also of technological equipment was realized: reactor,
safety systems and their equipment. For this aim a number of state and departmental
standards and regulations were developed, they are corrected according to sequrity
safety demands level. The distinguishing feature of complex standards in our country is
their particular differentiation. The main NPP's safety regulations," building seismic
stability standards, engineering constructions, all types of equipment responsible for
security methods and means of rated and experimental control are represented in IAEA
standard documents [1] in a number of countries, as a rule in our country each individual
standard document is highly specialized. Obviously it may be explained by
interdepartmental* distributions of tasks and responsibilities used in the USSR. Such
documents differentiation determines the structure of our report. The principle regulations
of each standard document are represented in our report. For accordance analysis of these
regulations to international standards and demands we have used mentioned above IAEA
document since it summarized all over the world occurred conceptions.

2. GENERAL STATE NPP SAFETY STANDARDS
General safety regulations are stated in document [2]. It includes general terms, basic

regulations (purpose, main criterions and principles of safety); classification of systems
and NPP's elements, state control and supervision, main principles realized by NPP
projecting, safety ensuring during its operation. From the standpoint of this document the
application of systems and elements classification is most important for reglamentation of
seismic stable designing. It is carrying out by three ways:
- by purpose (systems and elements of standard operation, systems and elements of safety);
- by influence on safety (systems and elements important for safety and systems and elements
without influence on safety);
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- by feature of functions to be carried out (protective, localizing, providing and controlling
function).

Four safety classes are established according to NPP's elements influence. More detailed
NPP's equipment and pipeline safety demands are stated in the Regulations [3]. According
to this document the equipment and pipelines are subdivided into groups A, B, C in
dependence upon system influence degree (including equipment and pipelines) on NPP
safety. These groups enter into safety classes stated by document [2]. There is the list of
recommended equipment and systems in each of three groups for NPP, reactor W E R , in
this document.

3. STATE SEISMIC DESIGN STANDARDS FOR NPP EQUIPMENT AND PIPELINES
Demands and recommendations to seismic stability securing of equipment and pipelines are

set out partly in writing in "Standards of designing of seismic resistant NPP" [4]. This
document includes earthquakes levels assumed for NPP designing according to the principle
of probability (projecting earthquake, according to NPP site seismicity and maximum rated
earthquake of higher level); the classification of all elements (buildings, equipment) by
three categories of seismic resistance, actually by four categories (subcategories Ila and lib
have been brought in); recommended methods of rated control.

The document "Standards of solidity calculations of NPP's equipment and pipelines" [5] is
fundamental for development engineers. There are two issues on seismic stability in this
document:
- obligatory demands (two categories classification according to the "Rules of Arrangement
and Safe Exploitation of NPP's Equipment and Pipelines" [3], load combinations, extreme
solidity characteristics etc.);
- recommended calculation methods and mathematical programs.

4. DEPARTMENTAL GUIDE MATERIALS, REQUIREMENTS AND DECISIONS
The most part of NPP's technological equipment has been developing and producing by

the institutes and plants subordinated to the former Ministry of Power Engineering Industry
CKTI as a leading institute for departmental standards of Ministry developed Guide
Technical Materials of Ministry Energy Machinebuilding [6], V. Kostarev et al. Although
"Standards..." [5] are the document of priority the problems related to calculated grounds
of equipment seismic resistance were stated in details and more convincing from our
point of view in document [6] at least concerning the position of power development
engineers. It should be noticed that remarks mentioned above are related to the
recommendations. As concerns the control and reason of seismic resistance, the pipeline
valves have special importance among other types of equipment (with cantilevered gear box
and drive). Natural frequencies of valves and their cantilever elements greatly depend
upon dynamic and rigid characteristics of pipeline strapping. Making of antiseismic valves
is a serious problem because of the most different dynamic characteristics of pipeline
systems as a rule they are unknown during valves designing and producing. Proceed from
their own experience and calculation studying the specialists from Atomenergoproject
(Ambriashvily), VNIIAM (Kaznovsky), the Institute of Power Technology (Rivkin), the
Central Valves Design Office (Ajzrashvily, Cipman) and some representatives from the
State Committee of Atomic Inspection of the USSR worked out the special document [7]
about initial data selection and extreme conditions regulations in design of antiseismic valves
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and about standards for its test. The special decision of two ministries (Ministry of
Energetics and Ministry of Mashinebuilding) was published in 1984 at the VNIIAM request.
It concerned the order of carrying out the works before starting NPP on confirmation of
energy equipment and valves seismic resistance in real conditions of the station unfastening
and pipelines tie [8]. This decision was based on VNHAM's convincing experience; it
promoted the successful development prospective calculation- experimental method
equipment seismic resistance testing and ensuring at the NPP.

This problem was stated in details in the Kaznovsky's report on the IV session of this
seminar. The standards and requirements for antiseismic electrotechnical goods and
instruments and automation means [9, 10] are a little apart in the list of departmental
documents. In consequence of interdepartmental differentiation of responsibility for NPP's
equipment safety in our country proper ministries' terms of reference covered working out
standards which are currently in force. It should be said in all fairness that principal ideas
and practical recommendations stated in these documents were worked out up by the
leading specialists from "Hydroproject" Institute of the USSR Ministry of Energetics
(professor Kirillov, doctor Ambriashvily, engineer Piskarev). The demands and
recommendations for seismic stability of electrotechnical goods and instruments there are
only in Standards of designing [4]. It is naturally enough since the authors of these
documents were the former research workers from "Hydroproject" Institute Ambriashvily,
Piskarev et al., now they are working ay the leading research institute on NPP's design
" Atomenergoproject" of Atomic Power Ministry.

5. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF RUSSIAN STANDARDS DOCUMENTS ON
NPP's EQUIPMENT SEISMIC RESISTANCE

The bank of normative documents mentioned above is full enough as concerns demands
and recommendations complex related to ensuring of NPP's seismic resistance (about their
accordance to the international standards should be set forth below). At the same time a
great number of documents and their separation cause some difficulties. Uncoordinated and
sometimes contradictory requirements and regulations are inevitable consequences according
to [4] and [5] the> recurrence probability of earthquake is once in a century, but according to
[6] - once in fifty years. In accordance with [4] recurrence probability of highest possible
rated earthquake is once in a thousand years, in accordance with [5] - once in ten
thousand years. In document [5] and [6] in accordance with common NPP's safety standards
[2] NPP's equipment is subdivided in 2 seismic resistance categories whereas in the
document [1] - 3 and actually there are 4 categories. The document [5] and [6] are based
on Russian NPP's safety standards [1, 2] while document [1] is based on the standards of
the former Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) in East Europe countries, (of
course in the standards of the former USSR and the former CMEA there are no principle
differences nevertheless the use of different fundamental standards a base is illogical).

The lack of detailed recommendations about equipment with its seismic resistance
categories in Russian standards which are currently in force, causes some vagueness in
selection of testing equipment for every concrete NPP. Many times it was the problem for
VNIIAM. Coordinated for every testing NPP list of systems and equipment had some
differences of subjective character because of their fact that different NPP with reactor
W E R in the former USSR and in East Europe countries were designed by different
regional branches of "Atomenergoproject" in Moscow, Kiev, Leningrad, Gor'ky).
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6. COMPARISON OF RUSSIAN STANDARDS AND REQUIREMENTS WITH
INTERNATIONAL ONCE

The comparative analysis of Russian standards and requirements (issued 2, 3 and 4) with
IAEA standards [1] as the document summarized some leading countries' conceptions,
personal contacts and cooperation with firms and specialists of Japan, France, the USA,
Hungary, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia showed that Russian requirements and conceptions
NPP's equipment seismic resistance as a whole correspond the international ones. At the
same time there are some differences in classification, detailed elaboration and methodical
approaches. Here there are some of them.
a) As a rule in Russian documents the expected earthquake levels are determined by
European scale members MSK-64, physical parameters concretization is made by designing
accelerograms and reaction spectrum for every concrete site. The limited ground
accelerations during earthquake are fixed in IAEA standards. Apparently the numbers
themselves didn't give any information for some concrete calculations, but Russian approach
shouldn't be rejected as it regulates site selection for new NPP construction.
b) Russian standards are more detailed and concrete related to the system safety classification
(It is author's opinion. We didn't affirm the real conceptions and NPP's security
measures in our country have some advantages over the international ones).
c) The Standards of IAEA, Japan, France, Canada have unquestionable advantage over
Russian standards concerned to concrete definition and NPP's equipment list and its category
precision. 6.4. Russian standards correspond the international ones concerning load
combination and permissible efforts, stresses and deformations, sometimes they are more
concrete.

In our opinion Russia and VNJJAM take an deserved place in selection and development
of perspective approaches to the test problem solution and NPP's equipment seismic
resistance security (such as calculation-experimental research at NPP, explosion use in
special testing grounds). We are ready to cooperation on a large scale in new methods
design and approach with all countries and firms be interested in and we hope for out
suggestions support and our knowledge application by IAEA.
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